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I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear systems such as 6He and 11Li are known to have an
extended neutron distribution called halo [1]. These systems
can be described as a core surrounded by two valence neutrons.
The occurrence of nuclear halos are within the most interesting
properties of light exotic nuclei. A special feature of these
two-neutron halo nuclei is that any subsystem (core + 1n,
1n + 1n) is unbound, and that is the reason why these nuclei
are often referred as Borromean nuclei [2].
Up to now there has been intense scientific activity, both
theoretical and experimental, in order to understand the basic
structure of the halo states. Much of this work has been
dedicated to the study of the single-particle states of the
valence neutrons by means of quasifree nucleon-knockout
reactions with high-energy beams [3]. However, it is still
important to study the collective aspects of the halo such as the
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characteristic nuclear excitations, the coupling of these
collective states to the continuum, and the role of halo-core
correlations. These properties will manifest themselves
especially in collisions at energies around the Coulomb
barrier where Coulomb excitation, transfer, and breakup
reactions play a dominant role.
The 6He nucleus exhibits many remarkable features: it
consists of a tightly bound core (α particle) and two loosely
bound neutrons (S2n = 0.97 MeV), and it is β unstable
(T1/2 = 807 ms). The elastic scattering of 6He on 208Pb at
different bombarding energies near the Coulomb barrier has
been studied in previous works [4–6]. It has been shown
that the angular distribution of the ratio of the elastic over
the Rutherford cross sections departs from the characteristic
Fresnel pattern expected for heavy-ion scattering at these
energies. The characteristic rainbow peak present in collisions
with stable heavy ions is partially or completely suppressed in
the case of 6He. This effect on elastic scattering arises from
the weakly bound nature of the projectile, which makes the
coupling to the continuum relevant and can significantly affect
the dynamics of the collision.
6He scattering on 208Pb at 22 MeV, just above the Coulomb
barrier of the system (∼19 MeV), has been studied previously
in Ref. [6], but the range of angles was limited. Here we
present experimental results on elastic scattering that comprise
the missing angular region in the previous work and also
include measurements at several common angles to test the
consistency between measurements. In addition, experimental
data of the α particles produced from the projectile-target
interaction are also reported for the same angular range, since
the detection system used in this experiment allowed the
identification of 4He and 6He separately, by means of a set
of nine telescopes distributed so that the maximum angular
range could be covered.
Various theoretical calculations have been performed in
order to reproduce the different experimental angular distri-
butions and to interpret them accordingly. These are based
on continuum discretized coupled channels (CDCC) and
distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculations
[7–10]. In the following sections we describe the experimental
setup and the subsequent data analysis. Then we present our
experimental results along with some calculations. In the last
section we summarize the main conclusions of this work.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed at the Cyclotron Research
Centre (CRC) of the Universite´ Catolique de Louvain-la-
Neuve (Belgium) facility [11], where a high-intensity 6He
beam can be produced. The 6He beam was generated using the
proton beam at 30 MeV from the cyclotron Cyclon-30 imping-
ing on a LiF powder target, via the reaction 7Li(p,2p)6He. The
atomic 6He is then ionized in a electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) ion source and post-accelerated in a second cyclotron,
the Cyclone-110, operated in a way that suppresses almost
completely the isobaric contamination [12].
The secondary 6He beam was produced in the 2+ charge
state and accelerated up to 22 MeV with a typical intensity
on the scattering target of 1 × 105 particles/s. A high-intensity
FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the experimental setup. The LAB
scattering angles covered by each telescope are indicated.
4He beam at a laboratory energy of 12 MeV was utilized for
the normalization of the elastic cross section. The target was a
self-supporting foil of 208Pb with a thickness of 1.12 mg/cm2.
It is important to mention that the beam was large and that it
was reduced to less than 5 mm by a collimator upstream.
The reaction products were registered using one of the
possible configurations of the DINEX silicon detector array
[13–15]. The experimental setup is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. This particular configuration was composed of two
groups of telescopes. Each telescope is formed by a 40-μm-
thick silicon strip E detector, radially segmented in 16 strips,
and a 500-μm-thick PAD E detector. The 90◦ circular sector
geometry of the telescopes makes it possible to assemble four
of them in a CD-like shape (i.e. with the shape of a Compact
Disk). These CD telescopes were then placed inside the
DINEX reaction chamber, one at forward angles (CD-forward)
and the other at backward angles (CD-backward). The angular
range in the laboratory reference frame (LAB) covered by
the CD-forward was of 6.8◦–24.1◦ whereas the CD-backward
covered the 147.8◦–170.4◦ angular range. A copper shield was
placed over the first five innermost strips of the CD-forward
telescope to protect them against the high counting rate
expected at those angles. The final angular range for the
CD-forward telescope, after suppressing the strips closest to
the beam, was 13.0◦–24.1◦.
The setup also included two square telescopes located at
intermediate angles, denoted as square-forward and square-
backward. These telescopes consisted of a square 5 × 5 cm2,
60-μm-thick double-sided silicon strip E detector (DSSSD)
with 16 strips in each side, mutually orthogonal, and a
1500-μm-thick, square PAD E detector. The spatial distribu-
tion provided by these two telescopes fulfilled a two-folded
purpose: to cover a large angular range (55◦–110◦) while
keeping an overlapping region (79◦–87◦) large enough to
allow getting a proper match between them in the subsequent
analysis. The target was tilted 45◦ with respect to the beam
axis in order to ensure the detection of the outgoing particles
in the angular range around 90◦.
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A triple 239Pu-241Am-244Cm α-particle source and the
elastically scattered 6He and 4He nuclei were used for the
energy calibration of the detectors. A low-rate pulse generator
(pulser) was used to send a test signal to all the preamplifiers
during the experiment, to evaluate the relative efficiency of the
electronic chain attached to every detector with respect to the
others, as well as the global dead time of the data acquisition.
The energy and time (with respect to the cyclotron ra-
diofrequency) signals were recorded for each event, defined
as a logic “OR” of all detectors. The trigger rate from the
CD-forward telescope was scaled down by a known factor
during the measurements with the 4He beam by means of a
rate-divider module.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Particle identification
Due to the particularities of the different parts of the
detection system, the analysis was split as follows: (i) forward
angles (CD-forward telescopes), (ii) backward angles (CD-
backward telescopes), and (iii) side angles (square telescopes).
FIG. 2. (Color online) Typical particle identification spectrum
E-Et of one strip from the CD-forward telescope, obtained with
the 6He beam at ELAB = 22 MeV. The solid line ellipsoid encloses
events corresponding to elastically scattered 6He. The dashed polygon
encloses 4He fragments. The dot-dashed polygon encloses 6He
scattered in some elements of the setup other than the 208Pb target
(see text for details).
FIG. 3. (Color online) Typical particle identification spectrum
E-Et of one strip from the CD-backward telescope, obtained with
the 6He beam at ELAB = 22 MeV. The solid line ellipsoid encloses
events corresponding to elastically scattered 6He. The dashed polygon
encloses 4He fragments (see text for details).
In each case, it was possible to achieve mass and charge
separation of the charged reaction fragments with standard
energy-loss techniques.
A typical particle identification spectrum E-Et (where
E is the energy signal registered in the E detector and Et
is the sum of the energy signals registered in both detectors of
the telescope) obtained in a CD-forward telescope is shown in
Fig. 2. One should notice the good separation obtained between
6He and 4He as well as that between 4He and lighter hydrogen
isotopes. Three different regions of interest are identified:
6He resulting from elastic scattering on the 208Pb target, 6He
scattered in the collimators placed upstream of the reaction
chamber, and 4He yield produced in collisions of the 6He
beam, both with the 208Pb target and with the collimators.
A typical particle identification spectrum E-Et obtained
in a CD-backward telescope is shown in Fig. 3. In the same way
as described above, events related to the elastically scattered
6He on the target and the 4He yield can be observed. However,
in this angular region the scattering and fragmentation of the
projectiles on the collimators are not present.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows two typical E-Et calibrated spectra
from a square-forward telescope [Fig. 4(a)] and a square-
backward telescope [Fig. 4(b)]. As shown in Fig. 4, despite
the square telescopes being located on opposite sides of the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Typical particle identification spectra
E-Et of two strips from the square telescopes, obtained with
the 6He beam at ELAB = 22 MeV: (a) square-forward telescope;
(b) square-backward telescope. In both histograms the solid line
ellipsoid encloses elastically scattered 6He, while dashed and dot-
dashed polygons enclose 4He fragments (see text for details).
target, the observation angle of both telescopes is overlapping,
and it is possible to compare the obtained spectra. The
square-backward telescope [Fig. 4(b)] shows 4He events at
energy E < 13 MeV due to scattering on the aluminium of
the target frame. These are not present in the square-forward
FIG. 5. 4He yield as a function of the total energy (at θLAB = 81◦).
The low-energy region is not related to the studied reaction. The high-
energy region shows the α-particle yield produced in 6He + 208Pb
collisions (see text for details).
telescope because the beam, which is slightly off-center, only
hit the side of the frame facing the backward detectors. We
have confirmed this hypothesis by a detailed examination of
the CD-backward telescopes data.
The small overlap between both distributions (see Fig. 5)
allowed us to separate the relevant 4He yield at high energies
in all the telescopes where this effect was observed.
B. Elastic scattering
Elastic scattering yields for both measurements (with the
6He beam and with the 4He beam) were obtained by integrating
the corresponding peak for each detector. The dead-time
correction was determined by the number of recorded pulser
events. Also the scale factor due to the rate divider (see Sec. II)
was taken into account in the 4He case.
As shown in Sec. II, a fraction of the beam was striking
the target frame, which means that the beam was off-center
at the position of the target. In this context, the beam
misalignment effect on the scattering and solid angles was
studied by applying the same method used in Refs. [4,6],
and an effective position (x, y) of the beam in the target
was calculated. In this way, the effective scattering and
solid angles for each individual strip were obtained. The
key condition for the application of the method is to get
measurements at angles such that Rutherford scattering occurs.
This condition is accomplished in the CD-forward telescopes.
In addition, the elastic cross section varies rapidly by orders
of magnitude in the small angular region covered by the
CD-forward telescopes, ensuring an appropriate convergence
of the algorithm used in the method. The beam misalignment
was studied in the 4He and 6He cases.
The ratio between elastic cross section and the Rutherford
cross section, once the corrections for misalignment are
considered, is as follows:
σel
σR
(E, θ ) ≡
dσel
d
(E, θ )
dσR
d
(E, θ ) = C(E) ×
Nel(E, i)
NR(E0, i)
× F (E, i),
(1)
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where C(E) is a normalization constant, Nel(E, θ ) is the yield
of 6He elastic events at the laboratory energy E = 22 MeV and
telescope i, corresponding to center-of-mass (c.m.) angle θ ,
and NR(E0, i) is the yield of 4He elastic events at the laboratory
energy E0 = 12 MeV in the same strip. F (E, i) accounts for
the correction due to beam misalignment. The value for the
normalization constant C(E) was calculated so that the average
of the ratio at small angles (<20◦) is 1.
Uncertainties in the observation angles have been calculated
by considering the distance between the target and the E
detectors, the angle that the target was tilted, and its size. The
contribution due to the strip size is negligible compared to the
size of the target.
For the final angular distributions (presented in Sec. IV A),
the average of the ratios resulting from Eq. (1) in every
ring of the CD-forward and CD-backward telescopes was
computed. Equivalent ratios using the data registered on the
square telescopes were also obtained. In this case, the angular
position for each vertical strip was calculated by taking into
account the angular correction made for forward and backward
CD telescopes.
C. 4He production
Figures 2–4 show typical E-Et two-dimensional plots
in each of the three different sections of the setup. It can
be seen that the α-particle events are clearly identified. For
the telescopes upstream of the target, 4He reaction fragments
resulting from the interaction of 6He projectiles with the target
frame (low-energy distribution) as well as with the target (high-
energy distribution) were registered, as explained in Sec. III A.
The x projection of the E-Et spectrum in Fig. 4(b) is shown
in Fig. 5, where the yield of the relevant 4He events of the
distribution at high energy can be easily calculated.
Once the selection of valid 4He events is performed as
described above, the 4He yield produced in 6He + 208Pb
collisions was divided by the elastic yield in 6He + 208Pb
collisions for every strip. The resulting angular distribution
gives the ratio of the 4He production cross section over
the elastic cross section in 6He + 208Pb collisions. It is
important for the interpretation to remark that contributions
from different 4He production mechanisms are included in the
cross section, since only charged fragments were registered.
On the experimental side, no further corrections need to be
considered regarding the quotient, since systematic errors
cancel.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Elastic scattering
In Fig. 6 we present our experimental differential cross
sections for the elastic scattering at 22 MeV in the c.m.
reference frame (circles). These data are compared with data
from Ref. [6] (triangles). A good agreement between the two
experimental datasets is observed.
The differential elastic cross sections follow the Rutherford
cross section at small angles and decrease in a monotonic and
smooth way when the scattering angle increases. The situation
FIG. 6. (Color online) Angular distributions, relative to the
Rutherford cross section, for the elastic scattering of 6He on 208Pb
at ELAB = 22 MeV. The present data (circles) are compared with
previous data (triangles) from Ref. [6] as well as three calculations
(see text for details).
is completely different in 6Li scattering at similar energies [16],
where the angular distribution shows an interference pattern
of the Fresnel type, characterized by the Coulomb rainbow.
In the 6He scattering case, the data show no rainbow. In
Refs. [4,6,17,18] experimental data on elastic scattering of
6He around the Coulomb barrier are modeled by optical model
calculations. These works needed an imaginary diffuseness
greater than 1.6 fm, which is appreciably higher than the
typical value (0.65 fm) for stable heavy-ion scattering. This
result suggests the presence of reaction channels taking place
at distances further than 18 fm, as shown in Ref. [6]. This
behavior is a common feature for weakly bound nuclei, mainly
in collisions with heavy targets, also found in Refs. [5,19,20]
for the case of 6He, and in Refs. [21,22] dealing with 11Be
scattering.
Our elastic distribution has been compared with three-body
CDCC calculations [8], using a simple dineutron model for
the 6He nucleus developed in Ref. [9]. In this model, the
6He ground-state wave function is calculated by assuming
an effective 2n-4He separation energy of εb = −1.6 MeV.
The α + 2n relative wave function for the 6He ground state
(g.s.) is assumed to correspond to a pure 2S configuration,
which is in fact the dominant configuration according to the
predictions of three-body models [23]. The α + 2n interaction
was parametrized in terms of a Woods-Saxon potential with
radius R = 1.9 fm and diffuseness a = 0.39 fm. We consider
l = 0, 1, and 2 partial waves for the 6He continuum. To
generate the continuum states, the same potential geometry
as for the g.s. was used. For l = 0 continuum states, the same
depth found for the g.s. was used. For l = 2, the potential depth
was adjusted in order to get the 2+ resonance at the correct
excitation energy with respect to the g.s. For l = 1 continuum,
the depth obtained for l = 2 was adopted.
The fragment-target interactions, required to generate the
projectile-target coupling potentials, were represented by
optical potentials evaluated at the appropriate energy. For the
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2n-208Pb interaction the potential of Perey and Perey [24] was
used, whereas the α + 208Pb system was described with the
optical potential reported in Ref. [25].
The result of the calculation described above, shown in
Fig. 6 with a solid line, explains fairly well the overall trend
of the experimental data, given that no parameter is fitted in
the calculation. The comparison of this calculation and the
one depicted as a dot-dashed line in Fig. 6, with omitted
dipole couplings, reveals the importance of the coupling with
the continuum states by means of the dipole operator. This
results in a reduction of the elastic cross section of about 10%
in the rainbow angular region.
In addition, the calculation with the omitted coupling to
the continuum predicts an angular distribution similar to that
obtained for 6Li in Ref. [16], where the whole rainbow is
observed (dashed line in Fig. 6).
B. Alpha-particle production
In the present work the angular distribution of α particles
emitted in the scattering of 6He at Coulomb energies has
been measured for a wide angular range. As mentioned in
Sec. III C, inclusive measurements of the 4He production
cross sections are considered in this study. In this respect,
the data presented here impose fewer constraints for their
interpretation than those reported in Refs. [26,27], where
exclusive measurements of emitted 4He and neutrons were
performed. On the other hand, the covered angular region in
those works were appreciably more limited.
Our experimental results obtained for α-particle production
are shown in Fig. 7 (circles). The ratio between 4He yield and
elastic yield in 6He + 208Pb collisions as a function of the
scattering angle in the laboratory system is shown (top panel).
We compare these results with those for the same system and
at the same energy published in Ref. [7] (triangles) covering
only backward angles from 130◦ to 170◦. The two angular
distributions agree in the region of overlap.
The experimental results indicate an α-particle yield ten
times greater than the elastic scattering yield at backward
angles, and similar yields are evident at angles around 80◦.
Comparing the 4He differential cross sections shown in Fig. 7
(bottom panel) with those reported in Ref. [19], for a similar
reaction at the same energy, we found that the data are
consistent, particularly at θ > 90◦.
Among the three scenarios that we consider in previous
works [7,28] (i.e., dineutron transfer to the continuum, direct
breakup, and one-neutron transfer), we study here the ability of
dineutron transfer to explain the α particles at the intermediate
angles measured in the present experiment. According to
Refs. [7,10,19] the large yield of α particles observed at
large angles can be attributed to this mechanism. Following
Ref. [7], the two-neutron transfer has been treated within
the DWBA, including the transition to a set of doorway
final states for the 210Pb nucleus. The 6He ground state is
treated within the same dineutron model used in the CDCC
calculations of the previous section. Doing this, we find that the
α-dineutron wave function is similar to a realistic three-body
model [23].
FIG. 7. (Color online) Top: Angular distribution of α-particle
production relative to elastically scattered 6He in collisions with
208Pb at 22 MeV. The data (circles) are compared with previous data
(triangles) from Ref. [7]. A DWBA calculation is also included in the
plot (solid line). Bottom: The differential cross section of α-particle
production as a function of θLAB. The values for this observable
resulting from the same DWBA calculation and data from Ref. [7]
are also shown. See text for details.
The calculation proposed (solid curve in Fig. 7) was
generated using six partial waves to the relative motion of
2n-Pb, a maximum value for the total angular momentum of
Jmax = 50, and a maximum integration radius of 80 fm. The
parameters of the optical potential were obtained by means of
an optical model calculation fitted to the elastic data shown
in Fig. 6. For the model used we assumed a two-neutron
transfer mechanism. The 2n-α potential used was the one
reported in Ref. [8], while for the fragment-target interactions
the potential used for the 2n + 208Pb interaction was taken
from Ref. [24]. For the α + 208Pb system, the optical potential
of Barnett and Lilley [29] was used and this was also em-
ployed for the α + 210Pb potential, keeping the same reduced
radius.
This model displays an acceptable agreement with most
of the experimental results shown in Fig. 7. The calcula-
tion slightly overestimates the experimental data reported at
smaller angles (∼55◦–75◦). This difference can be due mainly
to one-neutron transfer [27,30], which is not considered in the
DWBA calculation presented here. According to the results
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Experimental energy distribution of the
produced 4He (bars) for the angular range 80◦ < θLAB < 90◦ com-
pared with a DWBA calculation where transfer to the continuum is
considered (solid line). The arrows indicate the expected energy of
the scattered 4He at θLAB = 85◦, assuming (i) 1n-transfer (dotted line
corresponding to Qgg and dot-dashed to zero Q value); (ii) 2n-transfer
(dashed line corresponding to Qgg , long dashed line to zero Q value,
and solid line to Q = −4 MeV).
presented in [26], the direct breakup effect for this angular
range is very small compared with transfer processes. Hence
one-neutron transfer is another mechanism that can contribute
significantly in this angular region, as was shown in the
calculations presented in Ref. [7].
Despite some possible contribution of the one-neutron
transfer mechanism, the angular and energy distribution of α
particles can be mainly explained by assuming a two-neutron
transfer mechanism, leading to both bound and unbound states
of the residual nucleus (210Pb). This can also be observed
in the plot shown in Fig. 8, where the experimental energy
distribution of the α particles for the angular range from 80◦ to
90◦ is depicted and compared with the transfer calculation.
The calculation suggests that the dominant process is the
two-neutron transfer, as was found in Ref. [7] where the
data were limited to angles > 130◦. The present data show
that the same mechanism remains dominant at intermediate
angles with a Q value of ∼−4 MeV, according to Fig. 8.
The results in Ref. [7] also suggest a negative optimum Q
value. Additionally, an optimum Q value of ∼−3 MeV was
reported in Ref. [31] for the two-neutron transfer reaction
118Sn(18O,16O)120Sn.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Data for the reaction 6He + 208Pb measured at
ELAB = 22 MeV have been presented. The data include a
full angular distribution of the elastic cross section and the
α-particle production from the interaction between projectile
and target. These results complement the data of a previous
experiment, presented in Refs. [6,7], that covered a more
restricted angular range.
Three-body CDCC calculations, using an improved two-
body model of 6He, have been found to reproduce the
experimental elastic data reasonably well. It has confirmed that
the coupling with continuum states by means of the electric
dipole operator has to be considered to reproduce the strong
absorption effect, as was found previously in Refs. [4–6]. In
order to accurately describe this phenomenon it would be
necessary to use a four-body scattering model (the three-body
projectile and the target) [32,33]. We believe, however, that
the simpler three-body reaction model used is sufficient to
understand the main features of the experimental results,
considering the good agreement with the data, and the fact
that the three-body CDCC calculations, based on a suitable
two-body model of 6He, have been found to reproduce pretty
well the elastic cross sections provided by more sophisticated
four-body CDCC calculations, at least for heavy targets [9].
In addition, α-particle production was measured in the
angular range θLAB = [55◦, 170◦], at an energy around the
Coulomb barrier. The obtained data were compared with
previous experimental results [7], covering only the 130◦–170◦
(backward) angular range, and good agreement was obtained.
We have performed DBWA calculations, in which the α
particles are assumed to arise from a two-neutron transfer
mechanism, leading to bound and unbound states of the
final nucleus (210Pb). These calculations describe the data
in a suitable way for the measured angular range (θLAB =
55◦–165◦), suggesting that this is the dominant mechanism
in this region. This was further confirmed by the energy
distribution in the angular range of 80◦–90◦.
With these data it is possible to corroborate unambiguously
the previous conclusions induced from data in a reduced
angular range on the elastic scattering analysis presented in
Refs. [4–6], i.e., the suppression of the Coulomb rainbow
and the presence of a long-range absorptive component in the
optical potential, required to reproduce the angular distribution
of the elastic cross section. In addition, the analysis of
α-particle production, studied previously in Refs. [7,19,20],
shows that the two-neutron transfer mechanism can also
explain the production of α particles at intermediate angles,
where the competition between direct breakup and transfer
mechanisms is expected. Our data suggest that most of the
α-particle yield in a large angular range is linked to neutron
transfer mechanisms.
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